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Theodicy - Wikipedia
Theodicy is a branch of apologetics that attempts to explain
how a just and loving God can This is frequently referred to
as the problem of evil.
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Orthodoxy
Theodicy in its most common form, is an attempt to answer the
question of why a good God permits the manifestation of evil,
thus resolving the issue of the problem of evil. Some
theodicies also address the evidential problem of evil by
attempting "to.
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question of why a good God permits the manifestation of evil,
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This is a case of theodicy deferred. If the problem of evil
cannot be answered from.

Intrroduction. The Problem of Evil Defined. Theodicy Defined.
"Defense" Defined. Key Approaches. The Logical Probelm of
Evil. The Evidential Problem of Evil.

Responses to the Argument from Evil: Refutations, Theodicies,
and . power, knowledge, and goodness, then the problem of evil
is irrelevant.
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But, as we have seen in sections 3. The only hope for
beneficial discussion between the two is recognition of the
utilization of meaning making, a shared feature which should
serve as a conversation starter.
HearguedthathumansarenotcalledtojustifyGodinthefaceofevil,buttoat
Van den Brink goes on to elaborate an explanation of power and
love within the Trinitarian view which equates power and love,
and what he calls "the power of love" as representative of
God's involvement in the struggle against evil. Moreover,
given evidence of the relevant sort, it makes no difference
whether direct realism is true, or indirect realism: All of
the steps in that argument were deductive, except for the
following crucial inference: PNogoodthatweknowofhasJ.Do
Thomists consider the consumption of a leaf of grass by a
sheep to be categorically the same as the consumption of a
sheep by a wolf?
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